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Abstract

Unsupervised anomaly detection and localization in im-
ages is a challenging problem, leading previous methods
to attempt an easier supervised one-class classification for-
malization. Assuming training images to be realizations
of the underlying image distribution, it follows that nomi-
nal patches from these realizations will be well associated
between and represented across realizations. From this,
we propose Inter-Realization Channels (InReaCh), a fully
unsupervised method of detecting and localizing anoma-
lies. InReaCh extracts high-confidence nominal patches
from training data by associating them between realiza-
tions into channels, only considering channels with high
spans and low spread as nominal. We then create our
nominal model from the patches of these channels to test
new patches against. InReaCh extracts nominal patches
from the MVTec AD dataset with 99.9% precision, then
archives 0.968 AUROC in localization and 0.923 AU-
ROC in detection with corrupted training data, competitive
with current state-of-the-art supervised one-class classifi-
cation methods. We test our model up to 40% of training
data containing anomalies with negligibly affected perfor-
mance. The shift to fully unsupervised training simplifies
dataset creation and broadens possible applications. Code:
github.com/DeclanMcIntosh/InReaCh

1. Introduction

As a general field, beyond computer vision contexts,

anomaly detection seeks to detect abnormal data points

within a larger dataset [6, 26]. In this paper, we focus on

anomaly detection and localization in images, which proves

to be a highly challenging form of anomaly detection due

in part to the high dimensionality of the data [13, 34]. In

recent works, anomaly detection in images has solely fo-

cused on one-class classification, also known as cold-start

anomaly detection [2, 13, 25, 33, 34, 37]. Unsupervised

Figure 1. Examples of qualitative results of InReaCh on the

MVTec AD dataset [4]. Ground truth anomaly contours are shown

in red. Anomaly localization scores are shown using the Jet Col-

ormap, increasing from blue to red. The upper row shows example

object classes, and the bottom row shows textural classes.

problems have been avoided due to the increased difficultly

from anomaly corruptions in the dataset. Our primary goal

is to reverse this trend by presenting a fully unsupervised

anomaly detection method with competitive results to exist-

ing one-class classification methods. Industrial defect de-

tection is a natural application for image anomaly detection,

with its expectation of entirely nominal outputs for qual-

ity assurance, leading to any anomaly being considered a

defect, referred to as defect detection [4]. This domain is

challenging due to the subtlety of possible anomalies, such

as thin cracks or minor cuts, and the variety of classes,

such as textural classes like leather contrasted with com-

plex but small object classes such as transistors both from

the MVTec Anomaly Detection benchmark [4]. Figure 1

shows some examples of these challenges.

A wide assortment of methods has been proposed for

the one-class classification anomaly detection problem that

generally work in two stages. First, from the corruption-free

training dataset, generate a model of nominal features found

therein, then test new images for outliers from this model,
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which are then scored as anomalies based on the divergence.

Notably, for any methods using this methodology, anoma-

lies existing in the training data would be expected to be

classified as nominal if similar anomalies occur in testing

data. This need for anomaly-free training data exists for

all major categories of image anomaly detection, including

Density Estimation [12, 28, 44, 48], Explicit one-class clas-

sification [8, 29, 31, 48], Image Reconstruction [21, 22, 49],

and Self-Supervised Classification [1, 16, 19, 39]. More

specifically, some anomaly detection methods which use

this model-test scheme include Variational Autoencoders

[2, 3, 5, 38, 42], Generative Adversarial Networks [17, 30,

37, 41, 50], Self-Supervision [16, 1, 19, 39, 40, 25, 53],

Pre-Trained Convolutional Neural Network Patch Features

[13, 34, 46], Attention Guided [43, 45, 23], Structural Mod-

elling [51, 7, 14, 52, 9], and Normalized Flows [24, 35, 36].

This is even true for statistical methods based on Gaussian

Mixtures or other statistical models [33, 18, 32], which may

be somewhat tolerant of anomalies but still incorporate their

influence into the modelled nominal distribution. Similarly,

the self-supervised methods listed above are not unsuper-

vised and still require purely nominal data in the training

set [16, 1, 19, 39, 40, 25, 53]. Any corruption would consti-

tute label noise in their training data.

We present Inter-Realization Channels (InReaCh), a

fully unsupervised image anomaly detection method to

move past one-class classification. InReaCh builds on pre-

vious patch-based methods generating patch-based feature

descriptors from a pre-trained CNN’s intermediate feature

hierarchies. InReaCh associates patches based on these fea-

ture descriptors across images (realizations of the underly-

ing image distribution) into channels. Then using the as-

sumption that channels which associate well across realiza-

tion and span a sufficient portion of the training set realiza-

tions are nominal with high confidence. This creates a high-

precision filter for selecting nominal patches in the train-

ing data with medium recall. Finally, these filtered nom-

inal patches can be used in a similar context to previous

one-class classification methods, where similar patch-based

methods have been shown to be highly sample efficient [34],

mitigating the initial filter’s lower recall.

Our experiments on the MVTec AD dataset show that

our fully unsupervised method has comparative results to

state-of-the-art supervised one-class classification methods

[4]. InReaCh’s competitive results exist while our method is

trained on corrupted MVTec AD datasets as well as in direct

comparisons using uncorrupted data. InReaCh’s precision

enables these results on corrupted data by selecting nominal

patches with an average precision of 0.999 on the MVTec

AD dataset. Further, the shift from one-class classifica-

tion garners significant benefits outside of raw performance.

Our unsupervised method allows for (1) unsupervised data

collection allowing us to leverage larger amounts of data,

(2) windowed or recomputed nominal features for non-

stationary problems such as outdoor environmental moni-

toring, (3) application to problems where expected nominal

data is not known a priori and creating a curated one-class

classification dataset is impossible. InReaCh fundamentally

broadens possible applications for image anomaly detection

beyond well-controlled industrial applications.

2. Related Works
In the field of anomaly detection in images, there

have been several broad solution paradigms, including

compression-reconstruction [44, 49, 22], Generative Ad-

versarial Network (GAN) methods [41, 50, 17], struc-

tural modelling [51, 52, 12], robustness methods [25, 53],

and patch-wise feature modelling [34, 13]. Compression-

reconstruction methods as in [49] often use a CNN au-

toencoder structure to learn an efficient compression and

decompression of the nominal data [44, 49, 22]. Then

anomalous data will not be well reconstructed after com-

pression and detected [49]. Methods such as [41] use a

GAN training structure where an initial network generates

images similar to the training images [41, 50, 17]. Then a

second network tries to discriminate genuine or generated

images corresponding to nominal or anomalous during in-

ference [41, 50, 17]. Structural modelling methods incor-

porate the relationship between structure and texture to ad-

dress the drawbacks of the CNNs used commonly in other

methods’ bias towards textures [51, 52, 12]. Finally, patch-

wise methods first extract patch-based feature descriptors,

then test the similarity of test patches against their training

patches where significant differences are expected to high-

light anomalies [34, 13].

The common philosophy of previous methods is first

modelling nominal structures from a cold start of nomi-

nal one-class data and testing new data for outliers of this

expected normality model [41, 50, 44, 49, 34, 13]. This

is either done explicitly by modelling nominal structures

[34, 49, 44] or using self-supervision to create a synthetic

second anomaly class [25, 13, 41], or statistically modelling

training features [33, 18, 32]. This diverges from general

anomaly detection, where it is assumed the training dataset

contains nominal and anomalous data, requiring an unsu-

pervised method[26, 29, 11]. We will further explore sev-

eral successful modern approaches to one-class-class classi-

fication anomaly detection, focusing on patch-based meth-

ods related to our proposed approach.

Li et al. proposed CutPaste, a self-supervised method

where random cuts and pastes of portions of training im-

ages are done to generate samples of a second anomaly

class [25]. From this, using a CNN, the authors then train

a binary classifier on these images as either nominal (all

training data) or anomalous (synthetic data) [25]. From this

trained CNN, they then use a Gaussian Density Estimator
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed approach for Inter-Realization Channels. Pre-trained CNN features are used to associate patches

between image realizations in the dataset. Only nominal patches are expected to associate well across realizations of the underlying image

distribution to form channels. These patch channels are then filtered based on their span of the dataset and Standard Deviation (σ). Finally,

test patch features are compared to the component patches of these final channels to predict anomalies. This approach filters out anomalies

before modelling nominal patches, allowing it to train fully unsupervised with corrupted training data.

in conjunction with this trained CNN to predict image-wise

anomaly scores. To perform localization, they use Grad-

CAM to determine the attention of the trained CNN on spe-

cific regions expected to contain any existing anomalies in

the image [25].

Defard et al. proposed PaDiM, [13], which models

patch features generated from a pre-trained CNN as a Gaus-

sian distribution. Unlike CutPaste, this method directly

models the expected features of each patch over the en-

tire training set without any self-supervision. The authors

also perform random projections of the initial CNN fea-

tures into a smaller feature space to increase the method’s

efficiency. They take the Mahalanobis distance between the

modelled feature distribution for a specific patch and the test

patch’s features to predict anomaly scores per patch. Roth

et al. proposed PatchCore, which greedily sub-samples

all patches in the entire dataset using the same methodol-

ogy as selecting initial centers for K-Means++ initialization

[10, 34]. This gives them a smaller core set of patch features

for efficient testing, that is also well representative of all in-

put patches. New patches are scored based on their relative

distance to their best match and the next n closest patches

in the sub-sampled dataset. This core-set sub-sampling was

shown to be highly sample efficient [34].

These methods have made great strides in one-class

classification performance for anomaly detection, but they

do not generalize to fully unsupervised datasets where

anomaly corruptions may be present. This significantly

limits their utility for non-stationary problems that may re-

quire periodic re-computation of their nominal model, for

instance, outdoor scenes with day-night and seasonal cy-

cles. Further, the one-class classification assumption makes

all these models sensitive to label noise introducing corrup-

tions, which become blind spots for testing anomalies. Re-

cent methods have increased performance but at the cost of

increased sensitivity to dataset corruptions. For instance,

PatchCore, with its greedy core-set generation, intention-

ally retains training outliers to create a more comprehensive

model of nominal data, increasing its sensitivity to training

anomalies [34]. Our proposed method, InReaCh, addresses

the previously under-explored unsupervised anomaly detec-

tion problem while maintaining competitive performance to

previous state-of-the-art one-class classification methods.

3. Method

Rather than directly learning to differentiate nominal and

anomalous features from a potentially corrupted dataset, we

split our proposed method into two steps:

1. An unsupervised high precision, medium recall

method for extracting channels consisting of high con-

fidence nominal patches.

2. Testing new patches against a model of nominal patch

channels taken from step 1.

To achieve the first step, we propose InReaCh. InReaCh

considers each training image as a realization of the under-

lying image distribution. From this, we assume nominal

patches should both, associate closely across realizations to

similar patches, and these associations should span a sig-

nificant proportion of the training data. Based on these as-

sumptions InReaCh creates channels around seed patches

from a subset of randomly selected realizations across all

other training data. Channels with sufficiently tight distri-

butions and large spans are then considered nominal for the

second step. The second step takes these nominal channels

and measures the distance of new test patches to the chan-

nel patches, where anomalies are expected to be more dis-

tant than nominal patches. The performance of our method

is highly dependent on the precision of the first step in se-

lecting nominal patches, as any false positives will allow
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anomalies to be incorporated into the nominal distribution

model.

This section will describe in more detail our end-to-

end method for unsupervised anomaly detection in im-

ages: patch feature descriptors (3.1), conditional posi-

tional embedding (3.2), generating inter-realization chan-

nels (3.3), trimming inter-realization channels (3.4), and

anomaly scoring (3.5).

3.1. Patch Feature Descriptors

Given an input dataset of N images Xn where n ∈
{0...N}, containing possible anomalies with the corre-

sponding pixel-wise labels Yn : yi,jn ∈ {0, 1}, where

0 implies nominal pixels (labels are not available during

training). We generate feature descriptors from interme-

diate CNN feature maps using the method in [34]. Fol-

lowing this method, we use the intermediate feature maps

from a ResNet-based architecture pre-trained on ImageNet

[15, 47]. We diverge from previous methods in our selection

of feature hierarchies; we choose to use lower-level feature

maps. By selecting shallower feature maps, we increase

the generalizability of our feature descriptors and the per-

formance of our initial anomaly filtering, validated in Sec-

tion 4.3. We define our pre-trained network φk as a con-

catenation of the first k residual block’s feature maps. We

refer to k as the selected Feature Hierarchy Depth. The mo-

tivation for this choice is to reduce the bias of the patch fea-

ture descriptors toward specific classes in the pre-training

dataset, as deeper feature hierarchies include more class-

specific features. We also use the locally aware adaptive

average pooling aggregator of [34] to increase the receptive

field of our shallow features. We denote this aggregator as

Ag over a given neighbourhood N i,j
(h,w) of size (h,w), giv-

ing final patch features:

f i,j
n = Ag(φ

(a,b)
k (xn)|(a, b) ∈ N i,j

(h,w)) (1)

3.2. Conditional Positional Embedding

In choosing lower-level feature maps for our feature de-

scriptors, we have sacrificed some of the positional infor-

mation that CNNs learn in latter layers with larger receptive

fields. This can be solved by concatenating (� operator) the

normalized positional information, scaled by a Positional
Embedding Weight, pw to our feature vectors, modifying

our previous feature descriptor equation to:

f i,j
p,n = f i,j�

n ([i/imax, j/imax]pw) (2)

This modification has a significant drawback, as explicit

position information is helpful only for classes where the

position of patch features can imply an otherwise nomi-

nal texture or structure is an anomaly. In textural classes,

the position is purely noise in the patch feature descrip-

tors. To solve this, we propose a test to determine whether

positional embeddings are helpful. We first average each

pixel’s RGB values across all samples in the dataset X =∑N
n=1(Xn/N) and then calculate the L2 distance between

the average image and its transpose to generate a positional

embedding score Ps, then threshold based on this value.

Ps = ||X −X
T||L2 (3)

Some object classes which would benefit from positional

embeddings will fail the transpose test if the objects are ran-

domly oriented in the image. To address this, we attempt to

automatically rotationally align images of datasets that fail

this test, then re-test the dataset. If the rotationally aligned

version of the dataset fails the transpose test again, then it is

returned to its original state and positional embeddings are

not appended. If it passes, the aligned versions are kept and

the positional embeddings are added.

3.3. Inter-Realization Channels

To select high-confidence nominal features from the

training dataset before modelling our nominal patch distri-

bution for anomaly detection, we generate Inter-Realization

Channels, see Algorithm 1. To do this, we first assume that

the patches of each image in the training dataset should be

some realization of the underlying image distribution and

that nominal features, by definition, frequently occur from

this distribution. From this, we propose that any nominal

component of images in the dataset should be closely as-

sociated (be similar) between realizations, and these asso-

ciations should represent a significant span across training

realizations. For example, in the MvTec screw class, in each

nominal realization of the screw, we expect it to contain the

screw point; we should therefore be able to closely associate

the screw point between most realizations of the dataset [4].

Conversely, any patch not well associated between realiza-

tions or with a poor span of associations between realiza-

tions can be considered potentially anomalous.

Motivated by these assumptions, InReaCh uses the con-

cept of channels of associated patches through the dataset,

which can then be evaluated based on their span and spread,

where only high-span and low-spread channels are consid-

ered nominal; also see Section 3.4. We define a channel

through the dataset to only contain at most one patch from

each realization and each patch can only be associated with

a single channel. We randomly shuffle the dataset to initial-

ize channels and consider the patches of the first Associa-
tion Depth D, training image realizations as channel seeds.

Each of the first D realizations is compared with all remain-

ing realizations to associate patches between realizations.

Patches between realizations are compared based on the L2

distance between their feature descriptors. A training patch

is only associated with a seed channel patch if they create a

symmetrical optimal association to each other between the
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two realizations, and the training patch is not better associ-

ated with any previous seed channel patch. That is to say,

given patches, b and c of realization n optimally associate

with patch a of all seed patches from all seed patches and

||fseed(a) − fn(b)||L2 < ||fseed(a) − fn(c)||L2 then only

patch b of realization n will be included in the seed a patch’s

channel.

Algorithm 1 InReaCh : Inter-Realization Channels Filter.

Input: Patch Features F , Association Depth D.

Output: Inter Realization Channel Associations CA.

1: N, n patches, n channels = shape(F )

2: CA ←− [] /*Channel Associations*/

3: L ←− [∞] /*Association Distances*/

4: for k ∈ [0, D) do
5: for n ∈ [D,N) do
6: dist = L2cdist(Fk,Fn) /*Patch Distances*/

7: for a ∈ [0,n patches) do
8: if argmin(dist[argmin(dist[:,a]),:]) = a and

min(dist[:, a]) < L[n, a] then
9: L[n, a] ←− min(dist[:, a])

10: CA[n, a] ←− [k,argmin(dist[:, a])]
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: return CA

3.4. Channel Trimming

Once channels are generated in Section 3.3, one must

consider their quality in terms of spread and span, as these

could indicate the presence of anomalies in a channel. We

consider the channel’s standard deviation (σ) and length to

measure the quality of a channel’s spread and span. The first

trimming step removes component patches which are more

than the Maximum Channel σ standard deviations from the

channel’s mean. The second trimming step involves remov-

ing entire channels with a span length less than Minimum
Channel Span. More details on the influences of these trim-

ming steps can be found in Section 4.3.

3.5. Test-Time Anomaly Classification

Now that we have a collection of InReaCh channels con-

sisting of high precision, high confidence nominal patches,

we consider the union of all component patches of these

channels as our nominal model. To calculate patch-wise

anomaly scores, we measure test patches’ L2 distance to

their nearest neighbour in the nominal model. We choose to

use the L2 distance as it is consistent with our measure of

associations during the creation of the InReaCh channels.

Other methods, such as the Mahalanobis distance based on

channel statistics, were tested but showed no performance

gain and added complexity (details in supplemental mate-

rials). Following other anomaly segmentation methods, we

apply a Gaussian blur to generate pixel-wise predictions,

then image-wise anomaly scoring is generated by taking the

maximum pixel-wise anomaly score in the image [34, 13].

Both patch-wise and image-wise anomaly scores can sim-

ply be thresholded to generate binary classifications for pre-

dicted nominal and anomalous samples.

4. Experiments
Dataset: We evaluate our method on the MVTec AD

dataset. We selected this dataset as it encompasses a vari-

ety of representative classes, textural and object, natural and

engineered, and classes with and without positional anoma-

lies [4]. The MVTec AD dataset consists of 15 classes, with

the number of training images varying from 60 to 391 [4].

We follow the protocol of previous methods by re-sizing the

images in the MVTec dataset to 256x256, then center crop-

ping to 224x224 [34, 12, 25]. We do differ from previous

methods by introducing a constant number of randomly se-

lected test images into each class’s training dataset to eval-

uate our unsupervised method on non-curated data, distinct

from the previous one-class protocol. While adding a sub-

set of testing images into the training dataset, we still test

on the entire test set. This is done to simultaneously evalu-

ate both InReaCh’s ability to detect and localize anomalies

in images introduced during the training and generate an

effective nominal model to generalize to new images. As

our method is unsupervised, no label information is ever

utilized, whereas in previous one-class classification proto-

cols, nominal labels are implicitly given for all training data.

We also show InReaCh results on the uncorrupted dataset

to allow for direct comparison to previous methods. In sup-

plemental materials, we provide the corrupted training data

splits used in this paper.

Evaluation Protocol: We evaluate our InReaCh method

using 4 metrics. Following previous methods on this

dataset, we evaluate our image-wise anomaly detection and

pixel-wise anomaly localization with the Area Under Re-

ceiver Operator Curve (AUROC). We also consider the pre-

cision and recall of our InReaCh method for selecting nomi-

nal features from the corrupted datasets. We follow the pro-

tocols used by other methods by using the same pre-trained

WideResNet-50 weights for our patch feature descriptors to

directly compare these metrics [47, 34].

4.1. Performance of InReaCh

InReaCh presents nearly state-of-the-art localization per-

formance for pixel-wise anomaly detection on the MVTec

dataset, as shown in Table 1. We score an average pixel-

wise AUROC of 0.971, 0.968, and 0.960 for datasets with

0, 10 and 40 corrupt images in the training set, respec-

tively. A current state-of-the-art method in pixel-wise AU-
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Corrupt Images* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 40
Class↓ Method → AESSIM γ−VAE+grad PatchSVDD SPADE Cut-Paste PaDiM PatchCore InReaCh InReaCh InReaCh

[4] [14] [46] [12] [25] [13] [34]

Bottle 0.93 0.931 0.981 0.984 0.976 0.983 0.986 0.982 0.981 0.980

Cable 0.82 0.880 0.968 0.972 0.900 0.967 0.984 0.972 0.962 0.960

Capsule 0.94 0.917 0.958 0.990 0.974 0.985 0.988 0.982 0.977 0.956

Carpet 0.87 0.727 0.926 0.975 0.983 0.991 0.990 0.993 0.993 0.993

Grid 0.94 0.979 0.962 0.937 0.975 0.973 0.987 0.982 0.982 0.982

Hazelnut 0.97 0.988 0.975 0.991 0.973 0.982 0.987 0.972 0.973 0.973

Leather 0.78 0.897 0.974 0.976 0.995 0.992 0.993 0.991 0.992 0.992

Metal Nut 0.89 0.914 0.980 0.981 0.931 0.972 0.984 0.981 0.977 0.963

Pill 0.91 0.935 0.951 0.965 0.957 0.957 0.974 0.953 0.936 0.923

Screw 0.96 0.972 0.957 0.989 0.967 0.985 0.994 0.948 0.957 0.947

Tile 0.59 0.581 0.914 0.874 0.905 0.941 0.956 0.960 0.960 0.952

Toothbrush 0.92 0.983 0.981 0.979 0.981 0.988 0.987 0.983 0.984 0.987

Transistor 0.90 0.931 0.970 0.941 0.930 0.985 0.963 0.953 0.947 0.942

Wood 0.73 0.809 0.908 0.885 0.955 0.949 0.950 0.934 0.933 0.910

Zipper 0.88 0.871 0.951 0.965 0.993 0.985 0.989 0.972 0.960 0.938

Average 0.87 0.888 0.957 0.960 0.960 0.975 0.981 0.971 0.968 0.960

Supervision* OCC OCC OCC OCC OCC OCC OCC None None None
Table 1. MvTec AD Anomaly Segmentation performance in pixel-wise AUROC. *Supervision is given as OCC (one-class classification)

or None (Unsupervised). *Corrupt Images are the number of anomalous images randomly added to the training set from the test set to

show the unsupervised filtering abilities of InReaCh.

Corrupt Images* 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 40
Class↓ Method → SPADE Cut-Paste PatchSVDD PaDiM PatchCore InReaCh InReaCh InReaCh

[46] [12] [25] [13] [34]

Average 0.855 0.909 0.921 0.953 0.991 0.903 0.923 0.914

Supervision* OCC OCC OCC OCC OCC None None None
Table 2. MvTec AD Anomaly Segmentation performance in image-wise AUROC. *Supervision is given as OCC (one-class classification)

or None (Unsupervised). *Corrupt Images are the number of anomalous images randomly added to the training set from the test set to

show the unsupervised filtering abilities of InReaCh. Breakdown by class in supplemental materials.

ROC, PatchCore, outperformed our method by only 0.01

AUROC in a direct comparison with no corruptions in the

training dataset [34]. We achieve this performance while us-

ing no supervision, where all benchmark methods use one-

class classification assumptions. Further, our method com-

fortably outperforms several other relevant one-class clas-

sification methods in image-wise anomaly detection with

and without dataset corruptions. We believe that our lower

relative performance to other patch-based methods, such

as PatchCore [34], is caused by our inefficient utilization

of training data for making a fully representative nominal

model, as we remove large portions of the training data

that we are not highly confident on being nominal. This

can be directly addressed by increasing the training dataset

size. Since our method is uniquely fully unsupervised, ad-

ditional training data is straightforward and does not require

labelling.

Notably, our results show our method is exceptionally

tolerant to anomalies in the dataset, so much so that its per-
formance can even increase with anomaly corruptions in-

corporated into the training set for image- and pixel-wise

AUROC, as seen in Table 2. We expect this behaviour

because the InReaCh’s 0.999 average precision in pre-
dicted initial nominal features can accurately block training

anomalies from entering our nominal model. So the addi-

tion of the corrupted data almost solely provides additional

nominal patch samples to InReaCh, allowing InReaCh to

create an improved nominal model. Based on our patch-

and image-wise anomaly detection AUROC for 0, 10, and

40 anomalies in each training set, there does not seem to

be a strong correlation positive or negative for including ad-

ditional corruptions in the training set. For instance, we

scored 0.923 AUROC with 10 corruptions in each train-

ing dataset, increasing from 0.903 AUROC when trained

on a dataset with no corruptions. Even a quadrupling in the

number of anomalous images in the dataset only slightly de-

creased performance by 0.010 and 0.009 in average pixel-

and image-wise AUROC, respectively. We also show that

our initial nominal channel selection, Section 3.3, has a suf-

ficient average recall of 0.297 to model the nominal features

of the dataset well, see Table 4. It has been noted in previ-

ous similar patch-based methods that they can perform well

using only 10% of the dataset patches to model nominal

features [34].

In an extreme case, InReaCh also performs well in the

toothbrush class, which contains only 60 training images.

This performance continues to hold true when 40% of the
dataset images contain anomalies, the pixel-wise AUROC
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Dataset↓ Method → SPADE [12] PaDiM [13] PatchCore [46] InReaCh
MVTecAD — Image AUROC [4] 0.855 0.835 0.839 0.953 0.878 0.816 0.991 0.894 0.728 0.903 0.923 0.914
MVTecAD — Pixel AUROC [4] 0.960 0.858 0.659 0.975 0.948 0.929 0.981 0.868 0.611 0.971 0.968 0.960
BTAD — Image AUROC [27] 0.876 0.873 0.871 - - - 0.930 0.862 0.764 0.903 0.900 0.890
BTAD — Pixel AUROC [27] 0.977 0.899 0.816 - - - 0.974 0.894 0.755 0.969 0.965 0.961
MTD — Image AUROC [20] 0.742 0.725 0.689 0.865 0.828 0.746 0.934 0.880 0.748 0.844 0.834 0.809
MTD — Pixel AUROC [20] 0.873 0.870 0.763 0.814 0.813 0.785 0.884 0.875 0.778 0.825 0.818 0.780
Corrupt Training Images 0 10 40 0 10 40 0 10 40 0 10 40

Table 3. Results of InReaCh compared with competitive OCC methods in the noisy label setting on multiple datasets. We were unable to

give results for PaDiM [13] on the BTAD due to computational resource limitations on the larger training set of BTAD [27].

even improves over training with no anomalies. This shows

the robustness of our method to prevalent yet internally

heterogeneous anomalies, where any patch which does not

span a sufficient portion of the dataset is discarded while

maintaining enough nominal features to model the nominal

distribution fully. This tolerance enables simpler creation

for our method without manual curation and integrates pre-

viously deemed unsuitable collected data containing cor-

ruptions to be added to the training data. This allows for

larger datasets and, therefore, improves our method’s over-

all modelling of nominal features. Our method outperforms

all benchmarks for any number of corruption in the dataset,

except for PatchCore on MTD with 10 training corruptions;

this represents only 2.5% corrupt training data, see Table 3.

In all settings with a larger than 2.5% image-wise anomaly

rate, we outperform existing state-of-the-art OCC methods.

Cumulative

Configuration

Pixel

AUROC

Image*

AUROC

Precision Recall

Base 0.95396 0.90998 0.99849 0.84490

Local

Aggregator*

0.95395 0.90984 0.99849 0.84489

Span Filter 0.95396 0.91007 0.99849 0.84490

σ Filter 0.96431 0.91674 0.99897 0.29873

Pos. Embedding 0.96763 0.92327 0.99892 0.29659

Table 4. Ablation study. Testing is done with 10 corruptions in the

dataset for each class. *Note that while the aggregator has negli-

gible impact on performance, it reduces the patch features’ dimen-

sionality, speeding up the training and inference. Breakdown by

class in supplemental materials.

4.2. Ablation Study

Our ablation study, see Table 4, shows clear benefits

from using our span trimming, σ trimming, and use of po-

sitional embeddings. Our base configuration of InReaCh

has strong performance in Precision, only 0.0043 below our

complete method, without additional trimming, showing

that symmetrically optimal associations between patches of

separate image realizations are an intrinsically strong indi-

cation of nominal features. Without the need for the hy-

perparameters for span and σ trimming, this performance

lends our method towards being effectively deployed with

no knowledge of or tuning for a specific domain, thus broad-

ening the applicability of this method. Both the span and σ
trimming increase pixel- and image-AUROC and precision.

The increase in precision from the σ trimming does come

at the cost of a much lower recall, but from the sample effi-

ciency of patch-based nominal feature models, the benefits

of the increase in precision outweigh this [34]. Notably,

performance was not affected by using PatchCore’s local

aggregator, but it does decrease patch feature dimensional-

ity and reduce training and inference time [34].

4.3. Effects of Hyperparameters on InReaCh

Figure 3. Segmentation AUROC, Image AUROC, InReaCh Preci-

sion, and InReaCh Recall vs. Association Depth. Testing is done

with 10 corruptions in the dataset for each class.

Association Depth: Increased associations depths up

until depths of 10 were noted to significantly increase per-

formance in pixel and image-wise AUROC, as seen in Fig-

ure 3. This sharp increase in performance seemed to drop

off at the same time as the total recall for InReaCh peaked.

The increase in additional seeded centers for the Inter-

Realization Channels increases recall as patches will have

more chances to associate with a channel. Too many chan-

nel seeds, however, reduce channel spans, and, therefore,

overall recall. Further increasing the association depth also

proportionally decreased InReaCh precision because addi-

tional seed channel centers make the probability of anoma-

lies optimally associating into a channel larger. This de-

crease in overall precision did not seem to affect prediction

performance significantly. This is likely because InReaCh

is still relatively precise, decreasing to just below 99.85%.

Maximum Channel σ: Intuitively increasing the max-

imum standard deviation (σ) decreases precision as the
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Figure 4. Segmentation AUROC, Image AUROC, InReaCh Pre-

cision, and InReaCh Recall vs. Maximum Channel σ. Testing is

done with 10 corruptions in the dataset for each class.

threshold for removing patch components of channels far

from their mean is larger, decreasing sensitivity to anoma-

lies. Conversely, as is seen in Figure 4, the recall increases

as the Maximum Channel σ increases. We find that a lower

σ threshold and lower overall recall, but higher precision

leads to better localization performance, but very low values

lead to poor overall performance, likely as too much of the

nominal data is filtered as expected anomalies. Therefore,

this value can be considered a partial control of the filter’s

sensitivity to anomalies. We expect the divergence between

image- and pixel-wise performance is caused by their rela-

tive sensitivity to false positive noise. As we take the maxi-

mum pixel-wise anomaly score as the image anomaly score,

this metric is more sensitive, leading to worse performance

at lower channel σ values.

Figure 5. Segmentation AUROC, Image AUROC, InReaCh Preci-

sion, and InReaCh Recall vs. Minimum Channel Span. Testing is

done with 10 corruptions in the dataset for each class.

Minimum Channel Span: Increasing the minimum

channel span before a considered channel is removed gen-

erally reduces recall and increases precision, as expected.

Increasing the minimum channel span significantly reduces

performance in both image- and pixel-wise AUROC. This

is likely due to removing examples of more heterogeneous

nominal features, which do not associate over a large span

of the training data. So the relatively small reductions in the

recall significantly affect the nominal patch model used for

testing new patches.

Positional Embedding Strength: The inclusion of posi-

tional embedding increases scores in pixel- and image-wise

Figure 6. Segmentation AUROC, Image AUROC, InReaCh Pre-

cision, and InReaCh Recall vs. Positional Embedding Strength.

Testing is done with 10 corruptions in the dataset for each class.

AUROC, but the benefits level off quickly. Additionally,

a high relative weighting of positional to CNN feature rep-

resentations decreases performance, most notably in image-

wise AUROC. The selection of positional embedding shows

no substantial influence on InReaCh’s recall or precision.

5. Conclusion
We propose Inter-Realization Channels (InReaCh), a

fully unsupervised method of detecting and localizing

anomalies. InReaCh assumes nominal features should be

closely associated between image realizations, and these as-

sociations should span a significant portion of training re-

alizations. Using this, InReaCh extracts high-confidence

nominal patches from training data by associating them be-

tween image realizations into channels, only considering

channels with high spans and low spread. We then create

our nominal model from the patches of these channels to

test new patches against. This definition is intuitive and

has shown to be effective with near state-of-the-art results

of 0.968 anomaly localization AUROC and 0.923 anomaly

detection AUROC. We also show our method is tolerant to

large amounts of training anomalies; even 40% of training

images containing anomalies negligibly effects InReaCh

performance.

Impact: InReaCh, being a fully unsupervised, high-

performance method, is expected to broaden the applica-

tion space for anomaly detection significantly. InReaCh’s

nominal model can be periodically updated to follow non-

stationary distributions. Our method also will work in cases

where nominal features are unknown, so curated nominal

datasets cannot be created.

Limitations and Future Work: Our method relies on

a pre-trained CNN, which may degrade its performance

in domains significantly different from the ImageNet pre-

training dataset. This reliance also degrades our claims of

fully unsupervised operation due to reliance on a super-

vised task for learning useful feature extractions. Gener-

ating these features from training data to remove this bias is

left for future work. Future works could also adapt InReaCh

to learn nominal features online for live applications.
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